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Old CD-DVDs and what to do with them
Tues Apr 9th at the Salvation Army - 

Norridge - 7:30 PM 
I	seemed	to	amass	a	plethora	of	old	disks	that	are	no	longer	wanted.	Who	needs	programs	(they	weren’t	
called	APPs	then)	and	can’t	seem	to	throw	them	out.	Some	may	have	data	that	I	wish	to	protect.	So	what	
do	I	do?	I	turn	them	into	stands	to	keep	my	Handy	Talkies	from	falling	over!	Or	I	turn	them	into	
bookends.		
	 I’ll	bring	the	tools	and	some	disks	and	show	you	how.	Then	you	can	take	turns	doing	it	yourself!	
Maybe	you	will	add	to	the	number	of	different	things	that	disks	can	be	repurposed	recycled	into!	
	 If	you	have	some	old	disks	laying	around	that	are	no	longer	needed	or	useable,	feel	free	to	bring	
them	along	in	case	we	run	out.		
		 Bring	your	favorite	HT	with	so	we	can	build	it	in	your	size.	
	 	
Mike	WA9EVF	
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President’s Message
                As you will see elsewhere in Mike Shy we have a shift in meeting days from Thursday to the 2nd 
Tuesday of the month at the Norridge Salvation Army. They remodeled and no longer have anyone present 
on Thursdays.  I want to thank Mike WA9FTS for taking care of this for us.

                We don’t have a program yet, if you have any ideas of what you would like please send them to me 
ASAP @ wa9evf@comcast.net. We are always looking for ideas. In the mean time We will try to figure one 
out. Tobe clear “WE” are the members of the board, not just me.  I do have one suggestion though, I make 
Handy Talkie holders for table tops from discarded CD’s and DVDs.  I could bring the equipment along and 
show you how and even make you one. (I have Lots of discarded disks.)

                I always look for something Technical to talk about; normally it is computers as that is how I made 
my living for 52 Years. This time something caught my eye and I started to think it might be of interest to 
our members. I received a newsletter from West Mountain about Magnetic shift of the earth which they got 
from Nature online. I did not find ant copyright notification so I feel free to share it with you. It will be on 
another page in MikeShy.  When I got my pilots license we were taught the difference between Magnetic 
North and True North. It was never much different here, we used 2 Deg. East correct the difference 
between our compass and the directional Gyro.  When I went to the east coast I had to correct for 20 
Degrees shift.  So what does that mean for us today? When I put my beam up it was no big deal, I set North 
according to my compass. Today after I take it down and fix it I have to make a 5 Deg. Correction . If I don’t 
and am aiming 500 miles away I will be off by 47 Miles, If I am going after real DX at 1500 miles I will be 
off by 131 miles to the side.  If you forgot your math you can go to: http://www.cleavebooks.co.uk/scol/
calrtri.htm .

                Here is a chart of how my QTH changed.

Happy QSOing
MikeWA9EVF
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SRO Notes for February 6, 2019 (Or: Notes on notes, with presto  

accompaniment) 

By Jim Hawes AA9DT 

 TONIGHT’S MEETING is a board meeting and general meeting in one: Proving that  

we board members can walk and chew gum at the same time. Or talk out of both sides of  

our mouths (gum, or not). 

TONIGHT’S BUSINESS. As directors, Wally Klinger W9BEA replaces Don Moriarty W9RA, who 

retired. Other directors include Jon Tammen K9IQF and Jean Pressel KB9FXL. The Shamrock 

Shuffle will use our CFAR repeater in May. 

 TONIGHT’S PROGRAM. Mike Leibovitz WA9EVF presents his story about the glass armonica. 

The armonica is a unique musical instrument. Mike and Cathy WA9ZWZ attended an armonica 

concert at Williamsburg, Virginia. A few centuries earlier, George Washington and Thomas 

Jefferson had first heard an armonica there. Our group listened to a recording of the Pachelbel 

Canon in D on the armonica. 

 TUNED GLASS BOWLS. The instrument has a horizontal axle that pierces and spins a row of 

tuned glass bowls. A cork in the center of each bowl fastens the bowl to the axle. The armonica 

musician operates a foot treadle that turns the axle, spinning the bowls. After moistening the 

hands, the player strokes the rims of the spinning bowls. With just the right touch, a bowl will 

resonate, producing an organ-like note. The diameter and depth of each bowl determines its pitch. 

For the best tone, the musician must also vary the rotation speed. Larger bowls require a slower 

spin rate. To play a chord, the musician touches two or more rims simultaneously. 

 BEN FRANKLIN, the same man who famously flew his kite during an electrical storm, named 

the armonica. With help from an English glass blower, Franklin invented his armonica in 1761. 

Despite being a capitalist, Franklin never patented his invention. The Franklin invention is a 

refinement of Richard Pockrich’s earlier invention, the “angelic organ.” This organ was a box full of 

wine glasses with various levels of water in them. There was no motive device. Franklin instrument 

is the size of a spinet piano. The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia owns one of Franklin’s original 

armonicas.  



Mike Shy

Meeting Attendance 2019

Regular Meeting
Salvation Army - Norridge

Feb 6th, 2018
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If you move, let 
the Editor know 
your new mailing 
and email 
addresses. It is 
our way of getting 
Mike Shy to you 
each time.

Mike WA9FTS
Mike WA9EVF
Jim AA9DT
Jean KB9FXL
Jim Barnard

IN FRANKLIN’S TIME, some armonica musicians lost the feeling in their fingers. People have 

wondered if some of the lead from the leaded glass bowls penetrated the fingers. This notion is 

unproven. Franklin himself never suffered from numbness or any reported symptoms of 

playing. Even so, today’s armonicas use quartz glass (fused silica) instead of leaded glass. 

 MIKE’S PRESENTATION also detailed the construction of the bowls in a modern 

instrument. Finkenbeiner Inc. in Waltham, Massachusetts built the armonica in one of the 

videos. The bowls start out as glass cylinders. For example, the basis for a six-inch diameter 

bowl is a four-inch cylinder. To shape the bowl, the glassblower heats the cylinder to 2,000 

degrees centigrade (3,632 degrees Fahrenheit). The blower must keep the wall size and 

proportions right. each resulting shape into two bowls.  

 SMOOTHING. Obviously, the bowl must be smooth to the player’s fingers. For that reason, 

the next process is flame-polishing and edge smoothing. The smoothing process involves 

much care. Otherwise, it could change the note.  

 TESTING. Finkenbeiner technicians test each completed bowl acoustically. A bowl 

undergoes a “feedback trial”: Technicans place the bowl between an amplified speaker and a 

microphone. The resulting sonic feedback excites the bowl and causes it to vibrate. The 

technicians then watch the vibrations under a strobe light. (The strobe is necessary so that the 

vibrations are visible.) The bowls’ quartz glass is more flexible than ordinary glass. Such tests 

would shatter ordinary glass.  

	 FURTHER	INFORMATION.	See…	FRANKLIN	INSTITUTE:	hVps://bit.ly/2YzDhOS]	

	 FINKENBEINER,	GLASS	BLOWER,	hVp://finkenbeiner.com/GLASSHARMONICA.htm	

https://bit.ly/2YzDhOS
https://bit.ly/2YzDhOS
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Foxhunt Report

CFAR 2M Foxhunt - Feb 2nd, 2019 by Mike WA9FTS

John WD9EXW got the three hunt teams off with a strong 
signal to the SE. The hunters headed south on Rt 83. Tom 
was right along with us as Matt chose 22nd St to head 
west. We had a strong signal ahead of us and maybe to the 
north of 22nd. We went too far and went back to a number 
of tall buildings just north of Butterfield Rd. Even though 
the temp was in the upper 30s, there was still lots of snow 
on the ground. I spotted John K9JK in a clearing east of us 
when we parked on Tower Pl. I headed in the wrong 
direction as Matt drove around to Renaissance Blvd to find 
John inside a cement pipe with his antenna sticking out. 
Pete and John got there for the win 7 minutes earlier. I 
came back to witness Tom going in to find John to end the 
hunt. Matt called Jacob and Mac to find “Grandpa”. We 
went to The Patio nearby. Results:
1. Pete K9PW, John K9JK - 8:25PM
2. Matt KC9CEM, Patty N9PLS, Mike WA9FTS, Jacob, 

Mac - 8:32PM
3. Tom N9CBA - 8:40PM
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Foxhunt Report

CFAR 2M Foxhunt - Mar 2nd, 2019 by Mike WA9FTS

John K9JK took over as fox since Pete K9PW was in 
WMA competing in a radio contest. John got the three 
hunt teams off with a good signal to the NW. Tom took 
290 and the other hunters took Lake St. John and Janet 
took Swift Rd south off Lake St. Matt’s team also went 
across 355 to Swift Rd and spotted John and Janet. John 
K9JK was on the the east side of 355 - maybe by 
Wallmart or the Marcus Theater. When we got to 
Walmart we found it was hard to get out of the Walmart 
lot but made it to the back of the Marcus Theater to spot 
John in his car. John and Janet got there 4 minutes before 
us for the win. Tom arrived 9 min later to end the hunt. 
John was using his Yaesu FT-991 at 5w to a dual band 
antenna on the roof.We went to Aurelio’s Pizza nearby. 
Results:
1. John WD9EXW, Janet - 8:24PM
2. Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Mike WA9FTS, Jacob, 

Mac - 8:29PM
3. Tom N9CBA - 8:38PM
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Jim AA9DT came up with a few more photos of the Armonica 
bulls by Benjamin Franklin. This musical instrument was 
presented at the February meeting.
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